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ABSTRACT

In vivo, left-handed DNA duplex (usually refers to
Z-DNA) is mainly formed in the region of DNA with
alternating purine pyrimidine (APP) sequence and
plays significant biological roles. It is well known
that d(CG)n sequence can form Z-DNA most easily
under negative supercoil conditions, but its essence
has not been well clarified. The study on sequence
dependence of Z-DNA stability is very difficult with-
out modification or inducers. Here, by the strong
topological constraint caused by hybridization of two
complementary short circular ssDNAs, left-handed
duplex part was generated for various sequences,
and their characteristics were investigated by using
gel-shift after binding to specific proteins, CD and
Tm analysis, and restriction enzyme cleavage. Un-
der the strong topological constraint, non-APP se-
quences can also form left-handed DNA duplex as
stable as that of APP sequences. As compared with
non-APP sequences, the thermal stability difference
for APP sequences between Z-form and B-form is
smaller, which may be the reason that Z-DNA forms
preferentially for APP ones. This result can help us to
understand why nature selected APP sequences to
regulate gene expression by transient Z-DNA forma-
tion, as well as why polymer with chirality can usually
form both duplexes with left- or right-handed helix.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The binding of Z-DNA (the left-handed DNA duplex) spe-
cific antibody to Drosophila polytene chromosome first
proved that Z-DNA may exist in organisms (1). Subse-
quently, scientists found a variety of proteins that can
specifically bind Z-DNA in organisms, such as vertebrate
adenosine deaminase acting on RNA 1 (ADAR1) (2), mam-
malian Z-DNA binding protein (3,4), fish Z-DNA binding
protein kinase PKZ (5,6), and poxvirus E3L protein (7). It
is believed that these proteins are closely related to immune
response and virus resistance (8–11). In addition, a vari-
ety of biological functions of Z-DNA have been revealed:
participating in gene regulation (12,13), inducing genetic in-
stability (2,14), relating to several diseases (15–20). On the
other hand, clear conclusions are hard drawn and contro-
versies are constant because Z-DNA can be present only
under abnormal conditions such as chemical modification
(21–26), high ionic strength (27–35), induced by Z-DNA-
binding molecules (36–40), and strong negative supercoil-
ing (41,42). Normally, it is hard to form under physiologi-
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cal conditions so that its study is difficult on basic molec-
ular properties, biological functions, and practical applica-
tions. For example, the essence of sequence dependence of
Z-DNA stability has confused scientists for many years.

Since most detected Z-DNA has alternating purine
pyrimidine (APP) sequences, and each two base pairs of
5′-d(PyPu)-3′/5′-d(PyPu)-3′ (e.g. 5′-d(CA)-3′/5′-d(TG)-3′)
can be considered as one structural unit of Z-DNA, many
scientists believe that nonalternating purine pyrimidine
(non-APP) sequences cannot form Z-DNA. Here, we tried
to study whether non-APP sequence (containing no longer
than 6 bp of continuous alternating purine pyrimidine) can-
not form left-handed DNA duplex (designated as lh-DNA)
absolutely or other factors inhibit its formation. In other
words, what kind of condition can allow a non-APP se-
quence to form lh-DNA? Here, the name of lh-DNA (all
left-handed DNA duplex forms including Z-DNA) is used,
because even a left-handed duplex is formed for non-APP
sequences, it does not necessarily exist in Z-form. Wang
et al. showed that a sequence of 5′-d(CGATCG)-3′ with
the cytosines brominated or methylated on C-5 can also
form Z-DNA, indicating that modified non-APP base pairs
(5′-d(GA)-3′/5′-d(TC)-3′) are allowed to be present in a Z-
DNA structure (43). Wu et al. also showed that chiral ruthe-
nium complexes may induce random sequences to form Z-
DNA (37).

Interestingly, as early as 1979, Stettler et al. showed that
after hybridization of two long ssDNA circles (4361 nt)
with complementary sequences, CD spectra different from
that of B-conformation were observed, and they called it
V DNA (44). Later, Pohl et al. found that antibodies to
Z-DNA could bind to V DNA, indicating that V DNA
might contain left-handed duplex of Z-type (45). We sup-
pose that some non-APP sequences in V DNA they used
may form lh-DNA. However, it is not clear that all lh-
DNA sequences in V DNA take Z-conformation or not.
In their case, it is also unknown that the Z-DNA anti-
body binds to non-APP sequences or not, because more
than 30 APP sequences are present of 6 bp or longer. They
used the CD spectra of poly(d(GC)n) under 2.3 M NaCl
(about 50% of B-from and 50% of Z-form) as the control.
It is well known that CD spectra of B-form changes greatly
with some repetitive sequences such as poly(dG)/poly(dC)
and poly(dA)/poly(dT), and higher ion concentrations (e.g.
comparison between 10 mM or 3.5 M Na+) also caused big
changes (46). Obviously, the CD spectra of V DNA (con-
taining about 50% B-DNA) cannot represent those of lh-
DNA with non-APP sequences. In addition, supercoil can
also form for this long plasmid DNA, and it is hard to ana-
lyze the exact ratio of lh-DNA because the density of super-
coils affects it. Furthermore, the number of B–Z-junctions
is also not clear for V DNA. More controllable molecular
design is required to study lh-DNA of non-APP sequences.

Recently, we successfully prepared stable natural Z-DNA
using two complementary circular ssDNAs of 74–111 bp in
a buffer of 10 mM MgCl2 (47). For these short circular ds-
DNA, no supercoil can form. More interestingly, we showed
that a 15 bp long non-APP sequence may also form lh-DNA
(47). All above researches enlighten us to answer the ques-
tion that non-APP sequences can really form stable lh-DNA
or not. If formed, does the lh-DNA take Z-formation or a

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of duplex formation by hybridization of two
entirely complementary circular ssDNA under topological constraints.
The two possible cases of Z-conformation (I) and non-Z-formation (II)
are shown. For structure I, the left-handed part takes the Z-conformation.
For II, base pairs are not formed in the left-handed part. If mismatched se-
quences are put at the left-handed part, structure of form II prefers to form
(another possibility is to form a mismatched duplex with Z-conformation).

new one? This can help us to understand more helix struc-
tures of biopolymers. In this study, we designed several se-
quences with various content of APP and prepared topo-
logically constrained circular dsDNAs in a buffer (10 mM
HEPES, pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl2) with ionic strength close
to physiological conditions. Its linking number is zero, con-
taining two related topological domains, one has linking
number contribution of + n (left-handed) and the other has
-n (right-handed) (Figure 1). Similarly, as we reported, the
Z–B-chimeras (also designated as LR-chimeras, LR means
left and right) are formed involving the lh-DNA part and
the B-form one. The results also showed that non-APP se-
quences can form lh-DNA with similar thermal stability
as APP sequences. Furthermore, we confirmed our sup-
pose that APP sequences prefer to form lh-DNA with Z-
conformation because its thermal stability is more close to
its isomer of B-DNA, as compared with non-APP ones.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

T4 DNA ligase and Exonuclease I were obtained from
Thermo Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). EcoRI, MboI,
Hpych4Iv and SphI were purchased from New England Bi-
olabs Inc. (Ipswich, MA, USA). The fluorescent dye of Eva-
Green was from Biotium (Fremont, CA, USA), and Ul-
tra GelRed (a dye staining both dsDNA and ssDNA) was
purchased from Vazyme (Nanjing, China). Z-DNA-specific
antibody (Z22) was from Absolute Antibody Ltd. (Ox-
ford, UK), and ZBP1 (recombinant Z-DNA-binding pro-
tein) was from Wuhan USCN Business Co., Ltd. (Wuhan,
China). All other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA).

All oligonucleotides used in this study (see Supplemental
Table S1 for sequences) were purchased from GENEWIZ
(Suzhou, China). Sequence were designated as follows. ls:
linear ssDNA strand; cs: circular ssDNA strand; Sp: direct
the head-tail ligation of a linear oligonucleotide to a circu-
lar one; lc: hybridization of a linear strand (�) and a cir-
cular one (�); cl: hybridization of a circular strand (�) and
a linear one (�); cc: hybridization of two circular strands.
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740: the duplex containing a continuous APP sequence; 741
and 743 are duplexes containing non-APP sequences; 741–20
and 741–35 are duplexes containing 20 bp mismatches and
35 bp mismatches, respectively. cc-742 is a duplex formed
with one strand of poly(purine) and the other strand of
poly(pyrimidine).

Preparation of circular DNA

For a typical reaction, to 3.5 �l of pure water, 1.0 �l of
1 × T4 DNA ligase buffer, ssDNA oligonucleotides ls74�1
(10 �M, 2.0 �l) and Sp�1 (20 �M, 3.0 �l) were added
(see Supplemental Table S1 for the sequences). After being
heated to 90◦C for 3 min, the solution was cooled gradually
(0.1◦C/s) to 37◦C and kept for 20 min. Then, 0.5 �l of T4
DNA ligase (2.5 U) was added. The ligation reaction (10 �l
in total) was carried out at 37◦C for 2 h. The ligase was de-
activated by incubation at 65◦C for 10 min. The cyclization
of other sequences was the same as above. To the above re-
action containing cs74 solution (2.0 �M, 10 �l), 1.0 �l of
10 × Exonuclease I reaction buffer (pH9.5 at 25◦C, 670 mM
glycine–KOH, 67 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT) and 0.5 �l of
Exonuclease I (10 U) were added, and the digestion reaction
was carried out at 37◦C for 10 h. The Exonuclease I was de-
activated at 80◦C for 15 min. After gel cutting and recovery,
DNA was precipitated with ethanol to remove proteins and
ions (46). Finally, the obtained circular DNA samples were
stored in the buffer of 0.1× TE (1.0 mM Tris–HCl and 0.1
mM EDTA, pH8.0) and analyzed by Nanodrop 2000 spec-
trophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA).

Preparation of circular double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)

First, 1.0 �l of 10× HEPES buffer (100 mM HEPES,
pH7.5, 100 mM MgCl2) was added to 5.0 �l pure water,
and then 2.0 �l cs74�1 (20 �M) and 2.0 �l cs74�1 (20 �M)
were added (10 �l in total). After being heated to 90◦C for
3 min, the solution was cooled gradually (0.1◦C/s) to 25◦C
and remained for 20 min, and finally cc-741 (LR-chimera)
was obtained. The same treatment was used to obtain ll
hybrid, lc hybrid, cl hybrid, and cc hybrid (l means linear,
and c means circular). To obtain B-form cc, 2.0 �l cs74�1
(20 �M), 2.0 �l ls74�1 (20 �M) and 1.0 �l of 10× HEPES
buffer were added to 4.5 �l pure water. After being heated to
90◦C for 3 min, the solution was cooled gradually (0.1◦C/s)
to 37◦C and kept for 20 min. Then, 0.5 �l of T4 DNA ligase
(2.5 U) was added. The ligation reaction (10 �l in total) was
carried out at 37◦C for 12 h. The obtained 740 and 741 hy-
brids were analyzed on an 8% native polyacrylamide gel in
1× TBE running buffer, and the temperature of gel was kept
at 10◦C by a water-bath (cooling water circulating machine,
Zhixin, China). 741–20, 741–35, 742 and 743 hybrids were an-
alyzed on 8% native polyacrylamide gel with 10 mM MgCl2
in 1× TBE running buffer containing 1.0 mM MgCl2, and
the temperature of gel was also kept at 10◦C.

Measurement of Tm by HRM

The Tms of the hybrids were determined with the high reso-
lution melting (HRM) method (48). The 2.5 �l hybrid (4.0
�M) and 1.0 �l 10× EvaGreen fluorescent dye (specifically

stain dsDNA part) were dissolved in the 6.5 �l 1× HEPES
buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH7.5, 10 mM MgCl2). The fluo-
rescence data were collected with 0.1◦C increments (hold-
ing 2 s) from 37◦C to 90◦C by a PikoReal Real-Time PCR
instrument (Thermo Scientific, Finland). At least three par-
allel tests were made for one plate, and Tms were calculated
by the first derivatives of melting curves.

Mfold calculation

The Tm and Gibbs free energy (�G) of the 39 bp dsDNA
in this study were simulated by “The mfold Web Server” us-
ing “Hybridization of Two Differernt Strands of DNA or
RNA” (http://www.unafold.org/mfold.php) (49). The tem-
perature range is from 25◦C by the intervals of 1◦C to 100◦C,
[dsDNA] = 1.0 �M, [Na+] = 10 mM, [Mg2+] = 10 mM. The
�G values at 25◦C were used.

Gel shift assay with antibodies and ZBP1

Z-DNA-specific antibodies (Z22) and ZBP1 (a protein con-
taining the Z� domain) were used. For 10 �l reaction sys-
tem, the 5.0 �l cc-741 (0.5 �M) and 0.5 �l 10 × HEPES
buffer (100 mM HEPES, pH7.5, 100 mM MgCl2) were
added to 2.0 �l pure water, and then 2.5 �l Z22 (5.0 �M) or
2.5 �l ZBP1 (10 �M) was added and incubated at 25◦C for 2
h. The gel shift assay of other sequences with Z22 and ZBP1
was carried out as above. The products of hybrids were sub-
jected to 6% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in
1× TBE running buffer. The products of 741–20, 741–35 and
742 hybrids were also subjected to 6% native polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis with 10 mM MgCl2 in 1× TBE running
buffer containing 1.0 mM MgCl2.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy

Spectra were recorded from 210 to 320 nm at 100 nm/min
by a J-815 spectropolarimeter. Quartz cuvette with a path
length of 1 mm was used. Each CD spectrum presented here
was an average of at least 3 scans. Samples were equilibrated
at room temperature (20 ± 2◦C) for at least 3 min before
the measurement. The typical solution contained the hybrid
(4.0 �M) in 1× HEPES buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH7.5, 10
mM MgCl2). The baseline was calibrated with the corre-
sponding buffer. Difference spectra were obtained by sub-
tracting 0.47 × [the spectrum of the corresponding cl hy-
brid] from [the original spectrum of the cc hybrid], where
the length of the B-DNA portion in the hybrids was evalu-
ated by using the factor 0.47. This value was calculated by
10.5/(10.5 + 12) since the twisting number of the Z-DNA
portions (∼12 bp/turn) in the hybrids must be equal to the
number of the B-DNA portions (∼10.5 bp/turn).

Cleavage of the dsDNA by restriction enzymes

The circular DNA duplexes with or without a nick
were cleaved by restriction enzyme SphI (5′-GCATG↓C-
3′), EcoRI (5′-G↓AATTC-3′), MboI (5′-↓GATC-3′), or
Hpych4Iv (5′-A↓CGT-3′). To 3.0 �l 1 × HEPES buffer (10
mM HEPES, pH7.5, 10 mM MgCl2), 5.0 �l LR-chimera
(0.5 �M), 1.0 �l restriction enzyme (5.0 U) and 1.0 �l

http://www.unafold.org/mfold.php
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10× NEB cutsmart buffer (50 mM KAc, 20 mM Tris-
acetate, 10 mM Mg(Ac)2 and 100 �g/ml BSA) were added.
After incubating at 37◦C for 5 min, the reaction was ter-
minated by adding 1.0 �l of EDTA (0.5 M, pH8.0). The
products were subjected to an 8% native polyacrylamide gel
in 1× TBE running buffer, and the temperature of gel was
kept at 10◦C.

Cleavage of LR-chimeras by restriction enzymes after Z22
binding

For a 16 �l reaction system, after mixing the 10 �l LR-
chimera (0.5 �M), 1.0 �l 10× HEPES buffer (100 mM
HEPES, pH7.5, 100 mM MgCl2), and 5.0 �l Z22 (5.0 �M),
the solution was incubated at 25◦C for 2 h. Then 2.0 �l
restriction enzyme (5.0 U) and 2.0 �l 10× NEB cutsmart
buffer (50 mM KAc, 20 mM Tris-acetate, 10 mM Mg(Ac)2
and 100 �g/ml BSA) were added. After incubating at 37◦C
for 30 min, the reaction was terminated by adding 2.0 �l
of EDTA (0.5 M, pH 8.0). The proteins were extracted
by phenol/chloroform and then subjected to an 8% native
polyacrylamide gel in 1× TBE running buffer, and the tem-
perature of gel was kept at 10◦C.

RESULTS

The strategy used in this study is illustrated in Figure 1. By
using the approach we reported (47), the left-handed duplex
(lh-DNA) is forced to form by hybridization of two mutu-
ally complementary circular ssDNAs under a ionic strength
condition close to that in the physiological environment.
The hybrid of two complementary ssDNA circles is desig-
nated as LR-chimera, involving left-handed part and right-
handed part. These two parts have the same twist number
in the contrary direction so that the total linking number
is zero. APP or non-APP sequences are introduced in the
LR-chimera, and the thermal stability and structure of the
left-handed part can be investigated by CD, Tm measure-
ment, and interaction with Z-DNA binding proteins. The
left-handed part can take Z-form (I in Figure 1) or another
conformation (II in Figure 1, e.g. two strands twist around
each other with bases extruded to outside of the duplex).

Sequence design

For sequences in genome DNA, short APP sequences (<6
bp) are usually scattered, and complete non-APP sequences
(i.e. poly(purine) or poly(pyrimidine)) are very rare. Actu-
ally, short APP sequences (<6 bp) are believed to hardly
form Z-DNA. We designed six groups of LR-chimeras (Fig-
ure 2A): cc-740 contains a continuous APP sequence (34
bp) with only very short d(CG)n (n ≤ 2); cc-741 is a non-
APP sequence and there is only one 4 bp continuous APP
sequence (5′-TACA-3′); cc-743 contains only three 4 bp
continuous APP sequences (5′-CATA-3′, 5′-CGTG-3′, 5′-
CACA-3′). We also designed cc-742, a non-APP sequence
basically with one strand of poly(purine) and the other
strand of poly(pyrimidine). In addition, we designed cc-
741–20 with 20 bp base mismatches and cc-741–35 with 35
bp base mismatches. Four hybrids (cc-740, cc-741, cc-741–20,
cc-741–35) have the same consecutive 39 bp of non-APP

sequence. In order to analyze the location of left-handed
part, recognition sites for restriction enzymes were intro-
duced to above sequences. For cc-740, recognition sites for
restriction enzymes SphI (5′-GCATG↓C-3′) and MboI (5′-
↓GATC-3′) were designed in APP and non-APP sequences,
respectively. For cc-741 and cc-743, we used three restriction
sites (EcoRI (5′-G↓AATTC-3′), MboI (5′-↓GATC-3′) and
Hpych4Iv (5′-A↓CGT-3′)), whose positions are separated
to ensure at least one restriction site locates in the left-
handed region.

Stability analysis of LR-chimera formed from two mutually
complementary circular ssDNAs

At first, circular ssDNAs of designed sequences were pre-
pared and purified (Supplemental Figure S1). After two
complementary strands of purified circular ssDNAs were
hybridized at ionic strength close to physiological condi-
tions (10 mM HEPES, pH7.5, 10 mM MgCl2), the forma-
tion of LR-chimera was analyzed by 8% PAGE (Figure 2B-
F). As expected, new bands assigned as dsDNA of cc-740
(lane 5, Figure 2B), cc-741 (lane 9, Figure 2C) and cc-743
(lane 9, Figure 2F) were observed, which have similar mo-
bility as the dsDNA formed from the circular ssDNA and
its complementary linear one (lane 6, Figure 2B; lanes 7
and 8, Figure 2C; lanes 7 and 8, Figure 2F). It should be
noted that during PAGE analysis, only 89 mM Tris-H3BO4
and no MgCl2 were present, indicating that the formed cc-
740, cc-741 and cc-743 were even stable under these low
ionic strength conditions. Interestingly, for cc-741–20 and cc-
741–35, in which 20 or 35 mismatches are present (Figure
2A), no hybridization was observed under the same con-
ditions as above (data not shown). When 10 mM of MgCl2
was present in the gel, efficient hybridization was observed
for cc-741–20, and partial hybridization was observed for
cc-741–35 (lanes 5 and 6, Figure 2D). These results showed
that cc-741–20 and cc-741–35 are not as stable as cc-741, in-
dicating that non-APP in cc-741 did not form a similar
structure as cc-741–20 or cc-741–35 (e.g. form II, Figure 1).
For poly(purine)/poly(pyrimidine) sequence of cc-742, only
trace of hybridization was observed if no MgCl2 was present
in the gel (data not shown). Complete hybridization of cc-
742 was observed when 10 mM MgCl2 was present in the
gel (lane 6, Figure 2E).

We have developed an approach to measure Tm of the
short duplex by HRM, based on the fluorescence change
of the dyes binding specifically to DNA duplex (48,50),
and it can be used to evaluate the stability of the LR-
chimera (47). Here we used this approach to analyze the
stability of LR-chimeras and lc duplexes (1.0 �M) in de-
tail (Figure 3). For each measurement, besides the main
peak (57∼73◦C), another weak peak appeared at higher
temperatures (71∼79◦C). By measuring the Tm of a hybrid
(cl) between a ring and its complementary strand, the peak
at higher temperature was determined to be cl’s Tm. This
should be caused by the breakage of a small amount of cir-
cular ssDNA during the recovery process. As a result, the
peak at lower temperature was assigned to be the Tm of
cc. Interestingly, the Tm values of cc-740 and cc-741 were
very close, which are 67.6◦C and 66◦C, respectively (Figure
3A, 3B). The corresponding Tms of 39 bp B-form duplexes
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Figure 2. Designed sequences and hybridization results for LR-chimeras with various sequences. (A) Sequences of six LR-chimeras of APP (cc-740), non-
APP (cc-741, cc-742 and cc-743), and two mismatched sequences (cc-741–20 and cc-741–35, containing 20- and 35-bp mismatches (orange), respectively).
The red parts show restriction enzyme recognition sites, and the underlines show continuous APP sequences. Arrows indicate the terminals before circu-
larization. (B–F) PAGE analysis of hybridization for cc-740, cc-741, cc-741–20, cc-741–35, cc-742 and cc-743 respectively. Name of samples are shown on top
of the gel. The abbreviations are shown as follows. ls: linear ssDNA strand; cs: circular ssDNA strand; lc: hybridization of liner � strand and circular �
strand; cl: hybridization of circular � strand and linear � strand; cc: hybridization of two circular strands. For (D) and (E), 10 mM MgCl2 was present in
the gel, and 1.0 mM MgCl2 was added in the running buffer. All the gels were kept at 10◦C during electrophoresis.
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Figure 3. Thermal stability (Tm) of circular ssDNA hybrids measured by HRM. (A–E) Melting curves and differential curves of cc-740, cc-741, cc-741–20,
cc-741–35 and cc-742, respectively. [dsDNA] = 1.0 �M, [HEPES] = 10 mM, [MgCl2] = 10 mM, pH7.5. The small peaks of differential curves at higher
temperatures are assigned to be the Tms of lc- or cl- duplexes formed by a linear ssDNA and a circular ssDNA. (F) Tms of cc and lc measured by HRM in
1.0 mM MgCl2 or 140 mM KCl. [dsDNA] = 0.25 �M, [HEPES] = 10 mM, pH7.5.

(the part designed to form left-handed helix) of 740 and
741 were almost the same, which were determined by mfold
(49) to be 78.3◦C and 78.7◦C, respectively. These results
show that the stability of left-handed part formed by non-
APP sequence may be comparable to that by APP sequence.
It demonstrates that left-handed part in cc-741 formed lh-
DNA (base-paring left-handed part), but not mismatched
one like structure II (Figure 1).

To further prove that cc-740 and cc-741 did not form
structure II, Tms of cc-741–20 and cc-741–35 were measured,
which are 62.2◦C and 57.5◦C, respectively (Figure 3C, D).
It should be noted that for cc-741–20 and cc-741–35, if a 54
bp B-form duplex (10.4 bp/turn) forms, the left 20 bp mis-
matched duplex should twist at least 5 turns of left-handed,
which is very difficult. The relatively lower Tms may be
caused by the constraint that only 3 or 4 turns of B-form
duplex (31–42 bp) can form, and the left 30–40 bp duplex
has to take a left-handed conformation of 3 or 4 turns.
Thus, at least 10 to 20 bp of complementary part form left-
handed part for cc-741–20. For cc-741–35, basically, the 35
bp mismatches should form structure II (Figure 1) or mis-

matched lh-DNA. Accordingly, from the fact that Tm for
cc-741 was much higher than that of cc-741–35, it can be de-
duced that base pairs of left-handed duplex should form in
cc-741. Obviously, for cc-740, Z-DNA should form in the
APP sequence region (47). Unexpectedly and interestingly,
the Tm of cc-742 was determined to be 72.5◦C, which is quite
higher as compared with other sequences. This result in-
dicates that poly(purine)/poly(pyrimidine) could also form
stable lh-DNA in 10 mM MgCl2 (Figure 3E) once the topo-
logical constraint is strong enough, which is completely dif-
ferent as we knew previously (51,52). However, this does not
necessarily mean that these sequences form lh-DNA more
easily than APP ones (as discussed later).

More interestingly, we noticed that the difference in Tm
between cl and cc of the same sequence for the APP se-
quence was 9.4◦C (Figure 3A), and for the non-APP se-
quence was 12.3◦C (Figure 3B). As mentioned previously,
the difference in Tm of 39 bp B-form duplexes (the part de-
signed to form left-handed helix) of 740 (Tm = 78.3◦C) and
741 (Tm = 78.7◦C) was only 0.4◦C. This shows that the dif-
ference in Tm between 741 and 740 is really caused by the
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stability difference of left-handed part. Although we do not
know the difference in Tm between B-DNA and its corre-
sponding lh-DNA part with the same sequence for cc-740
(�Tm

APP) or cc-741 (�Tm
non-APP), we can estimate that the

��Tm (�Tm
non-APP – �Tm

APP) is about 2◦C.
We further measured the Tms at various concentrations

of MgCl2 and 140 mM KCl (Supplemental Table S2, Sup-
plemental Figure S2). Tms of cc-740, cc-741, and cc-742 in
buffers of various concentrations of MgCl2 (1.0–10 mM)
are almost unchanged, which means that they are stable
at 1.0 mM MgCl2 (Supplemental Table S2), indicating that
the LR-chimeras by non-APP sequences are stable even at
1.0 mM MgCl2 under topological constraints. Very inter-
estingly, we found that Tms for all the LR-chimeras (cc) de-
creased obviously (5.0–10.6◦C) if 140 mM KCl was used
instead of 1.0 mM MgCl2, but for their lc isomers almost
no change of Tm was observed (Figure 3F). This result is
coincident with the fact that divalent cations can stabilize
Z-DNA much more than monovalent cations, as compared
with B-DNA (53). Interestingly, for cc-741 (non-APP), Tm
in 140 mM KCl is only 5.0◦C lower than that in 1.0 mM
MgCl2, but for cc-740 (APP) this value is as large as 10.6◦C.
The lh-DNA of APP sequences (Z-DNA) seems more sen-
sitive to cations. In other words, cation of Mg2+ stabilizes
lh-DNA for APP sequences more than that for non-APP
sequences.

Binding of specific proteins to LR-chimeras

In 1981, Lafer et al. obtained a high-affinity antibody to
Z-DNA with brominated modification (54). This antibody
can specifically recognize and bind to the skeleton of Z-
DNA without sequence specificity (55,56). Combined with
modern biotechnology, the recombinant Z-DNA antibody
(Z22) was prepared for Z-DNA detection. Here, we used
Z22 to verify whether Z-DNA conformation was present in
the LR-chimera we obtained. The results of Z22 (0.25, 0.5,
0.75, 1.0, 1.25 �M) binding to LR-chimeras (0.25 �M) in 1

× HEPES buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH7.5, 10 mM MgCl2)
are shown in Figure 4A–C, G. The band for cc-740 (Fig-
ure 4A) and cc-741 (Figure 4B) disappeared gradually with
the increase of Z22 concentration, and new bands were ob-
served, demonstrating that Z22 binds strongly. For cl-740,
cc-740B, cl-741 and cc-741B (0.25 �M) without topological
constraint, almost no binding was observed even for 1.25
�M of Z22 (Supplemental Figure S6A, S6C, S6E). Very in-
terestingly, for cc-741–20 and cc-741–35 with mismatched base
pairs, the binding of Z22 was also observed when 10 mM
of MgCl2 was present in the Gel (Figure 4C), although no
binding was observed if MgCl2 was absent in the Gel (data
not shown). This showed that Z-DNA-like conformation
may form even with mismatched base pairs to some extent.

When another Z-DNA binding protein ZBP1 was used
for cc-740 and cc-741 (57), similar results were obtained but
with weaker binding activities (Figure 4D–F). Another dif-
ference was that the cc-741 band becomes weaker with the
increase of ZBP1 concentration, but there are no new clear
bands observed. Again, for cl-740, cc-740B, cl-741 and cc-
741B, no binding to ZBP1 (2.5 �M) was observed (Supple-
mental Figure S6B, D, E). Not like Z22, ZBP1 did not bind
to cc-741–20 protein at all (lane 3, Figure 4F).

Binding results of ZBP1 and Z22 to cc-742 are
shown in Figure 4G. Interestingly, even for this
poly(purine)/poly(pyrimidine)-rich sequence, which is
most different from the APP sequences, binding of these
two Z-DNA specific binding proteins was also observed
(lanes 3 and 4, Figure 4G). For this PAGE analysis, 10 mM
MgCl2 was present in the gel. When normal PAGE without
MgCl2 was carried out, no binding was observed (data
not shown), showing that ZBP1 and Z22 binding to cc-742
requires relatively strong ionic strength. As compared
with Z22, ZBP1 bound to cc-742 much more difficult (see
lane 3 with lane 4). The dsDNA cc-743, cc-92 and cc-109
formed by other non-APP sequences (containing only
very small content of APP sequences) also showed strong
binding with Z22 and ZBP1 (Supplemental Figure S3-S5),
which confirmed that any random sequence may form
Z-DNA-like lh-DNA by strong topological constraints.

Circular dichroism (CD) analysis of LR-chimera with APP
and non-APP sequences

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy brings us the in-
formation about helix structures. For DNA structure, CD
spectra at 210–320 nm can reflect the interaction between
base pairs in a helix (46,58). Figure 5 shows the CD re-
sults for LR-chimeras of cc-740, cc-741 and cc-743. Circu-
lar dsDNAs with a nick of cl-740, cl-741 and cl-743 with B
form structures were used for comparison. Obviously, cc-
740 showed a quite different CD spectrum compared with
cl-740 (Figure 5A). After subtraction of CD spectrum of B-
form, a typical Z-DNA spectrum was obtained (Blue line,
Figure 5A). For cc-741 and cc-743, however, relatively weak
difference spectra were obtained (Blue line, Figure 5B and
C). Obviously, this result shows that left-handed duplex
structures of APP and non-APP sequences are quite differ-
ent. Very interestingly, for APP sequences (cc-740), CD in-
tensity of lh-DNA (difference spectrum) is much stronger
than that of B-DNA of the same length (Figure 5D). It
should be noted that we used continuous APP sequence in-
volving both G–C and A–T base pairs (about 43% GC con-
tent). However, the CD intensity of lh-DNA for non-APP
sequences is weaker to some extent than that of B-DNA
(Figure 5E and F).

Determination of the position of left-handed DNA sequence
in the LR-chimeras using RE cleavage

It has been shown that restriction enzymes (REs) cannot
cleave the left-handed duplex with their recognition sites
(59–62). Usually, they are very sensitive to the duplex struc-
ture, and B-DNA with only one different base pair at the
recognition site cannot be cleaved. Here, based on the dif-
ference in cleavage efficiency of several restriction enzymes
(recognition sites are shown in Figure 2A), we tried to deter-
mine the position of left-handed part in cc-740 and cc-741
(Figure 6, Supplemental Figure S7). As shown in Figure 6A,
for cc-740, MboI cleaved more than 90% into linear dsDNA
(lane 7), but no cleavage was observed for SphI (lane 6). As
expected, SphI cleaved almost 100% of B-form duplex with
the same sequence (lc-740, lane 3). MobI did not completely
cleave lc-740 (lane 4). It should be noted that the nick is very
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Figure 4. Gel shift assay for binding of Z22 (Z-DNA-specific antibody) and ZBP1 to LR-chimera of various sequences. (A) Z22 to cc-740; (B) Z22 to
cc-741; (C) Z22 to cc-741–20 and cc-741–35; (D) ZBP1 to cc-740; (E) ZBP1 to cc-741; (F) ZBP1 to cc-741–20; (G) Z22 or ZBP1 to cc-742. 10 mM MgCl2 was
present in the gel for cc-741–20, cc-741–35 and cc-742. The gel was kept at 10◦C during running the gel. 0.25 �M of LR-chimera was used. For (A, B) 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 1.25 �M of Z22 were used. For (D, E) 0.25, 0.625, 1.25, 1.875 and 2.5 �M of ZBP1 were used; For (C, F and G) 2.5 �M ZBP1 or 1.25
�M of Z22 was used.

close to its recognition site (Figure 6B). When the B-form
circular duplex (cc-740B) was used, almost all DNA was cut
(Supplemental Figure S7C).

Cleavage of cc-740 was further carried out by SphI and
MboI after Z22 binding (Figure S6E). Interestingly, MboI
cleaved only 25% of cc-740, showing that binding of Z22
affected the cleavage by Mbol, whose recognition site is
located in B-DNA near the B-Z junction. It should be
noted that the APP sequence is only 4 bp away from this
recognition site. Again, no cleavage of cc-740 was observed
for Sphl after Z22 binding (lane 2, Figure 6E), confirm-
ing that the APP region where the SphI recognition site
is located formed lh-DNA in cc-740. As expected, when
Z22 was present in the case of lc-740 cleavage by SphI
and MboI, no effect was observed (data not show). These
results showed that the APP sequence in cc-740 took Z-
conformation, which is consistent with our previous results
for other APP sequences (47).

Cleavage results of lc-741 and cc-741 (almost no APP se-
quences) by EcoRI, MboI, and Hpych4Iv are shown in Fig-
ure 6C. For EcoRI, almost all lc-741 disappeared, and a new
band with much higher mobility was observed (lane 3). This
new band can be assigned as a linear dsDNA with a nick

(formed by two terminals of linear strand ls74�1) and two
4-bp-long sticky ends (Figure 6D). For cc-741, about 53% of
LR-chimera was cleaved to a linear duplex by EcoRI (lane
7, Figure 6C). A new band with the same mobility as lc-741
was observed, showing that the cc-741 was nicked for 5 min
by EcoRI. After 30 min of reaction these nicked products
were further cleaved to linear dsDNA (Supplemental Figure
S7F). It can be seen that EcoRI cleaved cc-741 more slowly
as compared with lc-741. The nicking can be explained as
follows. Once EcoRI cleaves one strand of cc-741, the topo-
logical constraint is released, and a duplex of lc-741EcoRI
forms (Figure 6D). As the dsDNA is only 74 bp long, sev-
eral base pairs prefer to dissociate due to the rigidity of ds-
DNA, so that it is not so easy to be cleaved again by EcoRI.
When the B-form circular dsDNA (cc-741B) was cleaved,
which was obtained by circularization after hybridization
of a linear ssDNA and the circular complementary strand,
all cc-741B was almost cleaved (Supplemental Figure S7A).
Because cc-741B has only B-form duplex, EcoRI can bind
strongly and cut both strands simultaneously.

For Mbol, similar cleaving efficiency was observed for cc-
741, lc-741 and cc-741B (Figure 6C, Supplemental Figure
S7A). For Hpych4Iv, cleavage of cc-741 was even more effi-
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Figure 5. CD spectra of the cc-740, cc-741 and cc-743. (A) Spectrum of cc-740 with APP sequence; (B, C) spectra of cc-741 and cc-743 with non-APP
sequence. Red lines show the original spectra; Black lines show the spectra cl-740 and cl-741 (typical B-DNA); blue lines show the difference spectra of
cc-74–0.47 × cl-74. (D–F) Spectra of lh-DNA and B-DNA. Spectra for lh-DNAs here are the same ones as difference spectra in A-C. Spectra for B-DNA
are 0.53 (39/74) times of those for cl-74 DNAs. [dsDNA] = 4.0 �M, [MgCl2] = 10 mM, [HEPES] = 10 mM, pH 7.5, 20 ± 2◦C.

Figure 6. Analysis of the positions of left-handed DNA in the LR-chimeras (8% PAGE). (A) Cleavage (5 min) of lc-740 and cc-740. Lane 2: lc-740; lanes 3
and 4: lc-740 cleaved by SphI and MobI, respectively; lane 5: cc-740; lanes 6,7: cc-740 cleaved by SphI and MobI, respectively. (B) Schematic illustration of
lc-740 and linear products of cleavage by SphI and MobI, respectively. (C) Cleavage (5 min) of lc-741 and cc-741. Lane 2: lc-741; lanes 3–5: lc-741 cleaved by
EcoRI, MobI, and Hpych4Iv, respectively; lane 6: cc-741; lanes 7–9: cc-741 cleaved by EcoRI, MobI, and Hpych4Iv, respectively. (D) Schematic illustration
of lc-741, lc-741EcoRI and linear products of cleavage by EcoRI, MobI, and Hpych4Iv, respectively. (E) Cleavage (30 min) of cc-740 and cc-741 after binding
to Z22. Lane 1: Z22 bind to cc-740; lanes 2, 3: Cleavage of cc-740 by SphI and MboI after binding to Z22, respectively; lane 4: Z22 bind to cc-741; lanes
5–7: Cleavage of cc-741 by EcoRI, MboI, and Hpych4Iv after binding to Z22, respectively.
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cient than lc-741 (comparing lane 9 with lane 5). Hpych4Iv
cannot cleave lc-741 efficiently due to the fact that the nick
on lc-741 is only 6 bp away from the recognition site. When
we used another sequence on which the nick is far from
the recognition site of Hpych4Iv, the cleaving efficiency was
greatly improved under the same conditions (Supplemental
Figure S7B). Hpych4Iv cleavage of cc-741B was also carried
out, and similar cleavage activity for cc-741 and cc-741B was
observed (Supplemental Figure S7A).

From above results it is hard to determine exactly the lo-
cation of lh-DNA. To clarify this, effect of Z22 binding on
cleavage of cc-741 by REs was further investigated (Figure
6E). The results showed that, even after 30 mins, EcoRI,
MboI and Hpych4Iv cleaved about 25%, 40% and 70% of
cc-741, respectively. Obviously, Z22 binding affects greatly
the activity of cc-741 cleavage by all these three REs. Ac-
cordingly, the recognition site of EcoRI may prefer to form
lh-DNA. However, the location of lh-DNA part is not so
distinct. Similar results were also obtained for cc-743 after
Z22 binding, with cleavage by EcoRI being affected more
than that by MboI and Hpych4Iv, demonstrating that the
recognition site for EcoRI prefers more to form lh-DNA
(Supplemental Figure S7G-I).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we tried to find the clues to answer the ques-
tions of whether non-APP sequences can form stable Z-
DNA and why it was believed that only APP sequences can
form Z-DNA in vivo. Usually, scientists consider that poly-
mer with chiral backbone prefer to form only helix of one
direction, because DNA duplex with D-ribose usually takes
right-handed direction. The �-helix of peptide (involving
only L-amino acid) usually takes right-handed direction.
However, Yashima et al. found that many artificial polymers
with chirality can form either left-handed or right-handed
helix with similar probability (63). Actually, for DNA se-
quence d(CG)n, it takes about 50% of left-handed struc-
ture and 50% of right-handed structure when about 2.5
M NaCl is present (53). Obviously, under this condition,
Z-DNA shows the same stability as B-DNA. By analyz-
ing these facts, we consider that linear dsDNA takes right-
handed structure (B-DNA) under normal conditions only
because B-DNA is more stable than Z-DNA to a small ex-
tent (Figure 7). It does not mean that Z-DNA is so unstable,
especially in the case that B-DNA cannot form with some
constraint. For complementary sequences of non-APP, they
can form left-handed duplex structure, which is much more
stable as compared with the single-stranded state (Figure
7). We believe that the free energy between lh-DNA and B-
DNA may be very close even for non-APP sequences, al-
though the free energy of B-DNA is usually lower. Here, we
estimated the difference in free energy at 25◦C between lh-
DNA and B-DNA (including APP sequences) for a 39 bp
duplex is 5.3–8.4 kcal/mol (Figure 7). However, it should
be pointed out that this value may be even lower if the B–Z
junction is taken into account.

Basically, the above speculation was consistent with the
results of hybridization, Tm measurement, and Z-DNA spe-
cific binding analysis of the LR-chimeras we designed. For
cc-741 (non-APP), for example, it has the similar Tm and

Figure 7. Comparison of free energy levels for lin-
ear ssDNA, lh-DNA (including Z-DNA), and B-DNA
with the same sequence. Here, the sequence of 5′-
d(AGCTAGAGCAGAGCAGGAATTCAGAGTGAGAGAGCGAGA)-
3′ is used as an example. Suppose the absolute free energy for B-DNA is X
kcal/mol, the corresponding free energy (at 25◦C) of ssDNA is calculated
by mfold to be X + 53.2 kcal/mol under the following conditions.
([dsDNA] = 1.0 �M, [Na+] = 10 mM, [Mg2+] = 10 mM). Suppose Tm for
lh-DNA (Tm = 73–75.4◦C) is 3∼6◦C lower than B-DNA (Tm = 78.7◦C),
the free energy of lh-DNA should be X + 5.3–8.4 kcal/mol).

binding affinity to Z22 and ZBP1 as cc-740 (APP). The base
pairs at the left-handed part should also form for cc-741,
otherwise, it should have the similar Tm as the mismatched
ones of cc-741–35 (Figure 3). Similar results were obtained
for other non-APP sequences of cc-743, cc-92 and cc-109,
indicating that this is the common nature of DNA (Sup-
plemental Figure S3–S5). Similar CD spectrum as that of
cc-741 was also obtained for another non-APP sequence of
cc-743 (Figure 5). However, CD spectra for cc-741 and cc-
743 (non-APP) are quite different from that for cc-740 (Fig-
ure 5). This result shows us that left-handed duplex struc-
ture formed by non-APP sequences may be different from
normal Z-DNA one (with the zig-zag shape of backbone).
Here we describe it as Z-DNA-like structure (another form
of lh-DNA), because both Z22 and ZBP1 bind to it. Further
analysis is required to determine its detailed structure. The
different CD spectrum for non-APP sequences from that
for APP sequences can be explained as follows. The unit of
normal Z-DNA is formed by two base pairs of 5′-d(PyPu)-
3′/5′-d(PyPu)-3′ with alternating anti-syn glycosidic bond-
ing (64), but non-APP sequences cannot have this kind of
very regular structural unit. The strong CD of Z-DNA for
APP sequences (Figure 5D) may be attributed the strong
interaction of two base pairs within one structure unit (58).
For non-APP sequences, some of the two base pairs within
the same unit may take a right-handed step to a small ex-
tent so that its lh-DNA has CD patterns similar as B-DNA
(Figure 5E and F). Another possibility is that the random
sequence may average the CD signal so that it is weaker
and not so typical and obvious. The weak CD spectra of
lh-DNA for non-APP sequences, whose pattern is also sim-
ilar as B-DNA, probably made it hard be discovered.

We believe that the difference in Tm between cc-741 and
cc-740 (1.6◦C) is caused by the stability difference of left-
handed part, because they have the same 35-nt-long se-
quence which forms B-form in cc-740 and tends to form
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B-form in cc-741. In addition, the left 39-nt-long different
sequence (between cc-741 and cc-740) forms B-DNA with
very close Tm. Accordingly, the thermal stability of lh-DNA
of non-APP sequence in cc-741 is quite high, and even close
to that of APP sequence in cc-740. On the other hand, these
results also indicated that the difference in Tm between B-
DNA and its corresponding lh-form with the same sequence
for cc-741 (�Tm

non-APP) is about 2◦C bigger than that for
cc-740 (�Tm

APP). As a result, when topological constraint,
such as negative supercoil, is present, we speculate that APP
sequences are more preferable to form lh-DNA than non-
APP ones, although the ��Tm (�Tm

non-APP – �Tm
APP) is

not so big. In other words, as compared with non-APP se-
quences, the thermal stability difference for APP sequences
between Z-form and B-form is smaller, which may be the
reason that Z-DNA forms preferentially for APP sequences.

The unexpected high Tm (72.5◦C,) for cc-742 (containing
poly(purine)/poly(pyrimidine) basically) is a surprise. The
migration rate of cc-742 is significantly faster than that of
cl-742 (Figure 2E), which may be due to the easier bend-
ing of poly(purine)/poly(pyrimidine) (51,52). The Tm for lc-
742 was determined to be 77.6◦C, which is even a little bit
lower than that of lc-740 and lc-741. One possible reason of
this high Tm for cc-742 may be due to the regular structure,
which is favorable for forming a regular left-handed duplex,
as compared with random sequences. Another possible rea-
son is that the duplex of this special sequence may be easier
to bend like a duplex of polydA/polydT, so that free energy
due to bending is less. We failed to obtain its CD spectra be-
cause the yield for the circularization of poly(purine) strand
was extremely low, and not enough circular DNA was ob-
tained.

For most of the sequences used, binding of ZBP1 and
Z22 to LR-chimera was observed, although the mismatched
ones and cc-742 showed very weak binding to ZBP1. Basi-
cally, we can deduce that ZBP1 and other Z-DNA binding
proteins in organisms can only bind to left-handed DNA
after it is formed by some constraint. Their function is to
stabilize the formed Z-DNA but not inducing the transfor-
mation of B-DNA to Z-DNA. They can prevent Z-DNA
from quickly changing back to B-conformation or other
structures such as a cruciform or an open state. It has been
reported that Z22 prefers to bind to Z-DNA part close to
two B-Z junctions (65). This kind of binding is helpful for
stabilizing the formed Z-DNA. Probably for the similar rea-
son, clear bands were observed when the first Z22 molecule
bound to LR-chimera (Figure 4). With the increase of Z22
concentration, the second Z22 molecule could bind to an-
other Z–B junction. When concentration of Z22 increased
further, Z22 started to bind to the middle part of lh-DNA
with a relative smaller binding affinity. Multiple and dif-
fuse binding bands were observed, probably because Z22
molecules bound to the middle region were easier to dis-
sociate compared with those bound to the B-Z junctions.
Another possibility is that the holding of two Z-B junc-
tions helped fix the lh-DNA so that Z22 became easier to
bind. As a result, the band for two Z22 binding to the LR-
chimera was not so clear-cut. It should be noted that more
alternating B-Z regions (>2) are hard to form in our LR-
chimera, because B–Z junctions increase greatly the free en-
ergy (5.0 kcal/mol for each junction at 25◦C) (66,67). How-

ever, binding of ZBP1 to lh-DNA seems quite different from
that of Z22 (Figure 4). As compared with Z22, ZBP1 gel
shift assay gave more smear bands for from cc-741, probably
because ZBP1 molecules bind and dissociate from cc-741
quickly. In addition, the binding affinity of ZBP1 to various
LR-chimeras (cc-740, cc-741 and cc-742) changed greatly as
compared with Z22, indicating ZBP1 has more stringent
structural requirements for binding to lh-DNA. Because
these Z-DNA binding proteins can bind to lh-DNA for non-
APP sequences, we speculate that it takes a Z-DNA-like
structure. Considering that Z22 has been shown to mainly
bind to the phosphate backbone, lh-DNA for non-APP se-
quences may have zig-zag backbone with alternating anti
and syn nucleotides, but not so regular one as normal Z-
DNA with APP sequences.

Our RE cleavage results also showed that there was no
distinct location for lh-DNA in cc-741 (Figure 6). It is rea-
sonable because the sequence is non-APP. This may be the
reason that the activity of EcoRI cannot be completely in-
hibited. On the other hand, the results using the combi-
nation of RE and Z22 binding (Figure 6E) showed that
lh-DNA preferred to form around the recognition site of
EcoRI (lower half of cc-741 in Figure 2A). We found that
the numbers of 3-bp-APP (3-bp-long continuous APP) se-
quence in the upper half (GTG, ACG (CGT), TAC(ACA))
and lower half (GCA, GCA, CAG, GTG, GCG) are 3 and
5, respectively. More (or high density of) short alternating
purine pyrimidine sequences may be energy favorable to
form lh-DNA. For cleavage of cc-741, the fact can be also
explained that EcoRI gave more lc products compared with
MboI and Hpych4Iv (Figure 6C). Only the rigidity factor of
short dsDNA is not enough to edge off EcoRI after it forms
a nick. However, if the recognition site of EcoRI prefers to
form lh-DNA, the topological factor plus the rigidity one
can edge off EcoRI after it cleaves one strand to form a
nick. Accordingly, cl products (with a nick) were observed
to a smaller extent for MboI and Hpych4Iv (lanes 8, 9, Fig-
ure 6C). Due to this preference to form lh-DNA at EcoRI
recognition site, only EcoRI showed less efficient cleavage
for cc-741 compared with lc-741 (lanes 3 and 7, Figure 6C).
For LR-chimeras without APP sequences longer than 6 bp,
a dynamic equilibrium may be present so that the two B–
Z junctions can move (change locations) (60), causing not
complete inhibition of EcoRI cleavage of cc-741, as well as
of cc-743 (Supplemental Figure S7F and S7H). After strong
binding of Z22, the structure should be fixed so that RE
cleavage can give us more correct structural information.

Obviously, left-handed duplex prefers to form at the se-
quence where the free energy difference between these two
conformations (left and right) is small enough. The rela-
tively stable left-handed duplex can form in the case that
either the local density of supercoil is high enough or some
proteins can produce constraint by specific binding to left-
handed conformation. From the crystal structure reported
up to now, most Z-conformations have been found to be
APP sequences, and the non-APP sequences are less than
7% (68). On the other hand, we may find some other se-
quences can form relative stable left-handed duplex, which
has different structure to normal Z-DNA more or less. It
should be noted that the chirality that causes DNA to pre-
fer B-conformation comes only from the deoxyribose. There
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should be not a huge free energy difference between left-
handed and right-handed duplex structure. In vivo, how-
ever, regulation of gene expression can smartly use this sub-
tle difference between APP and non-APP sequences. Our
results also show that, by forming left-handed duplex, non-
APP sequences may also temporarily alleviate the abnormal
stress of negative supercoil caused by transcription. With-
out protein binding, relatively long ssDNA (>20 bp) can
only be present in a very short time scale, because it has
higher free energy than left-handed duplex.

In summary, we found that non-APP sequences can form
Z-DNA-like structure with close thermal stability as APP
sequences under ionic strength close to physiological con-
ditions. The skeleton of left-handed duplex formed by non-
APP sequence seems similar as that of the traditional ‘Z-
shape’ but not so perfect. The CD spectra of lh-DNA with
non-APP sequences are not so distinct and much weaker
as compared with those of APP ones. In addition, we pro-
vided some evidence that APP prefers to form Z-DNA be-
cause its thermal stability is closer to its isomer of B-DNA
than non-APP ones (its B-form is much more stable). Our
discussion provides a theoretical basis for special sequence
such as APP to participate in gene regulation by form-
ing left-handed duplexes in vivo. Further detailed studies
are required to clarify the characteristics of this interest-
ing structure. This study is promising to help understanding
more about left-handed DNA, as well as left-handed RNA,
and promote researches on thermal stability, dynamics, se-
quence dependence, and physiological characteristics of this
significant duplex structure. The small free energy difference
between B-DNA and lh-DNA may be the motive force for
nature to select only D-ribose (eliminating L-ribose) during
the molecular evolution on earth. The quantitative analy-
sis of protein binding to lh-DNA of non-APP sequence is
carrying out underway in our lab.
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